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QUESTION 1

Based upon the graphic below, which answer correctly discribes the outcome of this workflow\\'s execution given the
start method: (The workflow is valid) 

· Workflows > Start Workflow A. AII objects displayed will be executed 

B. The Start task only will be executed 

C. The Start task and the link will execute, while the session task will wait to execute 

D. The Start task and link only will be execute 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Referring to the SQL Transformation: which statements is correct and true. 

A. The SQL transformation in script mode can execute sql scripts containing individual select statements that return
more than one record to the pipeline 

B. The SQL transformation in query mode can execute multiple SQL statements where components of the SQL
Statement can vary from one execution to the next 

C. In PowerCenter 9 the SQL transformation, in query mode, can only be active 

D. When you bind a parameter to an input port, you identify the port by name in the query. The SQL Editor encloses the
name in exclamation question marks (!) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of these statements is correct concerning a Lookup transformation\\'s persistent cache? 

A. A persistent cache is stored on disk, and must be named to make it useable in multiple mappings 

B. persistent cache is stored on disk, to refresh the cache the disk files must be deleted manually 

C. When the Integration Service cannot find the persistent cache file and the recache property is not set, the session
fails 

D. A persistent cache can only be used by one mapping 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Given this picture of a PowerCenter Mapping and assuming there is no SQL override in the Source Qualifier: 

Identify all of the true and correct statements listed below. Choose 2 answers 

A. This picture depicts a join that will be processed within the Informatica PowerCenter engine 

B. This picture depicts a join that will be processed in a database 

C. This picture depicts a SQL UNION operation 

D. This picture depicts an Informatica Homogeneous Join 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

In the TO_CHAR (date) function, what do the format strings D, DD, and DDD produce? (choose one) 

A. Character day of week, character day of month, and character day of year respectively 

B. Day of week, day of month, and Julian date since 4713 B.C. 00:00:00 (midnight) respectively 

C. Each produces numerical day of week 

D. Numerical day of week, day of month, and day of year respectively 

Correct Answer: D 
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